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SDM broadly found associated with improved process of care and unchanged clinical outcomes.
Meta-analysis revealed an association between SDM and improved decision quality.
Meta-analysis revealed a null association between SDM and glycemic control.

ABSTRACT
Objective. Type 2 diabetes is a chronic disease which necessitates the development of a therapeutic alliance between
patient and provider. This review systematically examines the association between treatment shared decision-making
(SDM) and outcomes in diabetes. Methods. A range of bibliographic databases and gray literature sources was searched.
Included studies were subjected to dual data extraction and quality assessment. Outcomes were synthesized using
meta-analyses where reporting was sufficiently homogenous or alternatively synthesized in narrative fashion. Results.
The search retrieved 4,592 records, which were screened by title, abstract, and full text to identify 16 studies with a
range of study designs and populations. We found evidence of an association between SDM and improved decision
quality, patient knowledge and patient risk perception. We found little evidence of an association between SDM and
glycemic control, patient satisfaction, quality of life, medication adherence or trust in physician. Conclusions. This work
elucidates the potential clinical utility of SDM interventions in the management of Type 2 Diabetes and helps inform
future research on the topic. Practice Implications. A more complete understanding of the associations between SDM
and outcomes will guide and motivate efforts aimed at improving uptake of the SDM paradigm.
INTRODUCTION

Clinical decision-making is beset by competing demands. Clinicians must uphold patient autonomy while acting in
patients’ best interest. There is a knowledge gap in both directions: While physicians usually have access to more clinical
knowledge, patients know more about the ways decisions are likely to interact with their values, preferences and
resources.
Shared decision-making (SDM) is an approach to clinical decision-making in which patients and practitioners jointly
consider clinical factors and patient preferences to arrive at a decision based on mutual agreement [1, 2]. The approach
aims to bridge the information gap between patients and clinicians while upholding the ethical imperative toward
patient autonomy. SDM was promoted by the influential Institute of Medicine (IOM) report, Crossing the Quality Chasm,
[3] and has since gained wide acceptance as an indispensable component of patient-centered care [4]. Charles et al.
offered the first and most influential framework for SDM. They defined the construct in relation to four criteria: 1.
Involvement of at least two parties, 2. Mutual contribution to treatment deliberation, 3. Bilateral information exchange,
4. Mutual agreement [2]. In practice, however, most measures and interventions relating to SDM have focused on the
second element of the Charles et al.defintion - mutual participation of the patient and clinician in the decision process.
SDM interventions have taken a number of approaches – including decision aids that present different options, videobased tools that address specific decisions or overall disease management and directly administered workshops that
educate and empower patients to engage in decision-making [4-6]. These diverse approaches are united by a shared
goal of increasing patient participation in the decision-making process.
SDM in Diabetes
Type 2 diabetes has a prevalence of 9.3% in the United States and is among the leading causes of mortality and
morbidity [7]. In most cases, the disease requires lifelong management and simultaneous pharmacologic, behavioral and
lifestyle interventions. Therefore, an understanding of the patient’s values, preferences and life context is of great
relevance [8]. The earliest antecedents of SDM – centered on the concept of mutual participation – recognized the
unique synergies between the paradigm and the care of chronic diseases [9]. SDM interventions have been associated
with increased patient knowledge, greater patient decision satisfaction, improved communication, less patient
indecision, better congruence between patient values and decisions, improved patient risk perception, and improved
decision quality in clinical care for a variety of conditions [10]. Moreover, SDM has been specifically linked with better
diabetes self-management behaviors [11].
The evidence supporting approaches to diabetes treatment is sparse and of poor quality. One study has estimated that
40% of the diabetes guidelines espoused by the Endocrine Society are backed by low quality evidence [12]. Moreover,
nearly 80% of patients with diabetes are estimated to suffer from at least one comorbid condition [13]. The evidence
surrounding diabetes management is uncertain and treatment plans will need to account for individual patient comorbidities. These factors create opportunities for decision-making paradigms that attempt to capture patient factors
and preferences. There is empirical evidence that patients differ from clinicians in their priorities regarding diabetes care
[14]. This means that even robust guideline recommendations are complicated by individual patient needs, suggesting
that personalized management approaches are necessary. The most recent guidelines from the American Diabetes
Association (ADA) and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes (EASD) recognize this relevance and endorse a
patient-centered approach to the condition [15] .
There have been several attempts to summarize the literature examining the impact of SDM in diabetes [16-18].
However, these studies limit SDM to decision aids and include only randomized trials. The broader shared decisionmaking literature has reached a consensus that SDM is not limited to decision aids alone; the construct can be
operationalized using a variety of approaches and tools. These include video and instruction-based tools that build
generic decisional self-efficacy, without addressing the specific decision scenarios addressed in decision aids [19, 20].
Further, we believe that limiting a review to RCTs fails to include much relevant information from observational studies.
These studies can contribute to causality claims regarding SDM and diabetes outcomes. Evidence can be derived from
many methodologies, and for a complicated area such as the application of SDM to diabetes care, studies of many
designs are potentially relevant.

This review aims to summarize and, where possible, quantitatively synthesize the evidence examining the association
between SDM and outcomes in diabetes, examining both observational and experimental designs and summarizing
evidence relevant to both process of care and clinical outcomes. Our goal is a comprehensive assessment of the impact
of SDM in diabetes care to better understand the effects of this paradigm on process of care and clinical outcomes.
METHODS
Data Sources and Searches
In June and July 2016, 12 bibliographic databases and gray literature sources were searched using search terms for SDM
and Type 2 Diabetes. The sources searched included the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Embase, MEDLINE,
PsycINFO, CINAHL Plus, PsycEXTRA, Open Grey, New York Academy of Medicine Grey Literature Report, RAND
Corporation, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, Institute of Medicine, and Google. The searches were not
limited by date or language. In addition, the journals The Diabetes Educator and Diabetes Care were hand searched from
February 1990 to August 2016 and January 1990 to August 2016, respectively. Finally, all references from included
studies were screened for additional relevant studies. The full search strategy is presented in the supplementary
material. Studies assessing SDM in Type 2 Diabetes and quantitative outcomes were included in this review.
Study Selection
Inclusion criteria. All retrieved studies were evaluated according to title and abstract for adherence to the following
pre-specified eligibility criteria. Those passing this initial screening process were subsequently screened with the full
text.
Participants: Was the study population composed of adults (18 years) with a clinical diagnosis of type 2
diabetes?
Setting: Did the study concern decision-making within any context of diabetes treatment or management?
Explanatory variable: Did the study measure or manipulate patient participation in diabetes decision-making?
Outcomes: Did the study measure process of care or clinical outcomes relevant to diabetes management? The
aim of the review was to examine how SDM impacts diabetes management. Measures that did not pertain to patient
care, such as assessments of physician satisfaction, were not extracted. Clinical outcomes that did not directly pertain to
diabetes were also excluded.
Study design: Did the study use a comparative and longitudinal design? Noncomparative designs such as case
series and exploratory research were excluded from the review. Non-longitudinal studies such as cross-sectional surveys
were excluded.
Ten percent of abstracts (n = 461) were independently screened by 2 reviewers; differences were resolved by discussion.
The decision to dual screen 10% of reviewed abstracts was driven by resource limitations. The review protocol included
the provision that the discovery of significant and systematic differences at this stage of the review would lead to a
reassessment of the utilized eligibility criteria. The remaining references were screened by 1 reviewer. Any queries were
discussed by both reviewers and resolved by consensus. All outstanding disagreements were resolved through the
involvement of a third, independent reviewer.
Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
Data extraction used standardized data categories drawn from a Cochrane review [10]. The tool extracted data on each
study’s design, setting, participants, intervention/control, and outcomes. Dual, independent quality appraisal and data
extraction were conducted to assess reliability and then all remaining studies were checked for accuracy. All outcome
measures addressed in 3 or more studies were addressed in text and, where reporting was sufficiently homogenous,
subjected to a meta-analysis. The remainder of the reported outcomes were summarized in tabular form. The review
extracted outcomes within three categories – Clinical, Psychosocial and Behavioral. Clinical outcomes were direct or

proxy measures of diabetes management and the effectiveness of disease control. Psychosocial outcomes captured
patient perceptions of the quality of diabetes care, tested patient understanding of diabetes management and assessed
measures of patient quality of life. Behavioral outcomes captured the extent and effectiveness of patient participation in
diabetes management. All statistical analysis was conducted using Review Manager 5.3 software [21]. For outcome
measures only addressed in tabular form, the results noted the direction of the observed effects in conjunction with the
appraised methodological quality.
Meta-analysis was initially performed using a fixed effects model and a random effects model was adopted if I2>50%. An
overall effect was reported if the meta-analysis test for overall effect was significant at (α=0.05). Otherwise, the p-value
for the test was reported. Outcome measures which could not be synthesized in meta-analyses were discussed in text
using narrative synthesis focusing on assessed methodological quality. The potential for publication biases in studies
included in the meta-analyses was investigated using funnel plots.
The design characteristics of all included studies were assessed using a quality assessment tool adapted from the
validated, frequently used Downs and Black checklist [22] (supplementary material). The tool was selected for its
applicability to studies of both experimental and observational design. The modified checklist scores study quality on a
scale 0-27 and assesses the domains of study reporting, external validity, internal validity and statistical power. The
modified checklist assesses the domains of study reporting, external validity, internal validity and statistical power and
scores study quality on a scale of 0-27. Studies are categorized as “Low” quality (0-15), “Intermediate” quality (16-21)
and “High” quality (22-27).
RESULTS
Search Results
Sixteen publications were included in the analysis. See Figure 1.
Study Characteristics
The reviewed literature included 14 experimental studies, including 13 randomized controlled trials (RCT) and 1 quasiexperimental study. The included quasi experimental study was a pilot feasibility study[23]. Two observational studies
were also included, both were prospective cohort studies. The reviewed studies were conducted in the US (n = 11),
Germany (n = 1), Greece (n =1), the Netherlands (n = 1), Spain (n = 1) and the UK (n = 1). Process of care outcomes and
clinical outcomes were abstracted from the included studies. Outcomes extracted from at least three studies included:
patient knowledge (n=10 studies), HbA1c (n=9), decision quality (n=8),), risk perception (n=6), satisfaction (n=6), quality
of life (n=5), medication adherence (n=4), and trust (n=3). The remainder of the outcome measures were addressed in
two or fewer studies. Several SDM interventions were evaluated in multiple publications. The “Statin Choice” decision
aid was evaluated in 5 publications, while the “Diabetes Medication Choice” decision aid was evaluated in 3
publications. The “Statin Choice” decision aid presents personalized patient information on cardiovascular risk factors
and baseline 10-year cardiovascular risk in fostering active patient participation regarding statin use in diabetes
management. The “Diabetes Medication Choice” decision aid describes 5 anti-hyperglycemic drugs, their treatment
burden, and impact on HbA1c in facilitating SDM regarding diabetes treatment. The characteristics and findings of the
included literature are summarized in Table 1.
Quality Assessment
The quality tiers used for categorization of studies as “Low”, “Intermediate” and “High” quality are presented in the
supplementary materials. The dual-reviewed quality assessments for all included studies are listed in Table 1. The
included studies did not uniformly include validated checks of intervention fidelity or, for the observational studies,
measurements of fidelity to the exposure. In the reviewed literature, a total of 6 studies did not include such checks
[19, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34].
Investigation of Publication Biases

The funnel plots for the HbA1c and decision conflict scale meta-analyses are presented in the supplementary materials.
The HbA1c plot contains too few points to robustly detect a publication bias but the asymmetry in the plot strengthens
this possibility. The relative symmetry of the decision conflict scale funnel plot, on the other hand, weakens the
possibility of a publication bias.
Participant Characteristics
A total of 2296 participants were involved in the included studies; 1759 participants (76.6%) were included in studies
with an experimental design, and 537 participants (23.4%) were enrolled in studies with an observational design.
Reporting of demographic information was variable. Reporting of age and gender distribution was mostly complete,
while studies reported less frequently on variables such as ethnicity and baseline glycemic control.

*: Scored on a scale from 0-27 using an adapted version of the Downs and Black checklist. F = Female.
†: The cited sample size is the number of participants could be reached at the final time point assessed in the study. All deviations from this convention are
explicitly indicated.
‡: Only outcomes relevant to diabetes management were abstracted. “CO” refers to clinical outcomes; “BO” refers to behavioral outcomes, “PS” refers to
psychosocial outcomes.
: Outcome findings were reported using the following convention: “+”: Improved outcomes, “0”: No difference, “-”: Worse outcomes.
: “Decision type” refers to the decision category addressed by the study intervention. Some studies targeted specific decisions (“Specific”), while others more
broadly addressed diabetes decisional efficacy (“Generic”).
Φ: Weymiller et al. (2007) and Nannenga et al. (2009) report different outcomes measures for the same study population and sample.
: Conference poster presentation

Main Findings
Clinical Outcomes
Impact on Glycemic Control
Seven experimental and 2 observational studies assessed the association between SDM and
glycemic control using the HbA1C as the surrogate measure [19, 20, 23, 26, 28, 29, 32, 35, 36].
Among the 7 experimental studies, 1 noted a positive association and the remainder noted null
associations. Among the 2 observational studies, 1 found a positive association and the other
found no association.
Six studies with experimental designs and continuous measures of HbA1c were initially
combined in a fixed effects meta-analysis (Figure 2). One experimental study could not be
included in the meta-analysis due to its categorical outcome reporting. The finding of I2>50%
promoted the alternate use of a random effects model. The test for overall effect showed little
evidence for an association between SDM interventions and HbA1c (P=0.23).
Figure 2. Random effects meta-analysis of six experimental studies examining the SDM-HbA1c
association.
Psychosocial Outcomes
Impact on Quality of Life (QOL)
Quality of life was reported in 1 observational and 4 experimental studies, with 3 using
validated measures [20, 30, 35]. The observational study performed a composite assessment of
QOL, separately examining physical and mental functioning, and found a positive association for
mental and a null relationship for physical functioning [35]. Among the experimental studies,
one examined a composite measure of QOL and found a positive association for physical
functioning and a null relationship for psychological functioning [20]. The three remaining
experimental studies all assessed measures of general QOL; two found no relationship between
SDM and QOL [26, 30], while one found an association between SDM and enhanced QOL [19].
Among these studies, two reported measures of self-perceived health status [26, 30], two
reported assessments of health-related quality of life [19, 35] and only one met the definition
of quality of life that includes assessment of general physical and psychological functioning
[20].
Impact on Patient Knowledge
Patient knowledge was assessed by 10 included experimental studies. The studies used a
heterogeneous set of measures of knowledge and assessed a variety of knowledge domains
pertaining to diabetes. The majority of the utilized measures were ad hoc and unvalidated [20,
24, 26-29, 31, 33, 34]; only one study reported using a validated measure of patient
knowledge [19]. Among the 10 included studies, 6 noted a positive association between SDM
and improved patient knowledge while 4 reported no association between the constructs. Some
measures examined knowledge addressed on the decision aid while others made broader and
more general assessments of patient diabetes knowledge.

Impact on Decision Quality
Decision quality was assessed by 8 included experimental studies using the Decisional Conflict
Sale (DCS) tool [37]. The DCS tool operationalizes decision quality using a validated
questionnaire that assesses patient confidence regarding decision-making. The tool uses this
decision confidence as measure of decisional self-efficacy and satisfaction. Among the 8
included studies, 3 found an association between SDM and improved decision quality while 5
others found no effect of SDM.
Seven studies with experimental designs and continuous measures of decision quality – all
assessed using the DCS tool – were initially combined in a fixed effects meta-analysis. One study
could not be included in the meta-analysis because measures of spread and the final analysed
sample were not reported. The finding of I2>50% promoted the alternate use of a random
effects model. This analysis is shown in Figure 3. The test for overall effect showed strong
evidence for an association between SDM and better DCS outcomes [lower DCS scores] (p =
0.02).
Figure 3. Random effects meta-analysis of seven experimental studies examining the SDM-DCS
association.
Impact on Risk Perception
Risk perception – referring to patients’ awareness and understanding of their statistical risks
under varying treatment scenarios [38] – was assessed in 6 experimental studies, all with
unvalidated measures of the construct. Four of the studies assessed the construct by asking
patients to estimate their risk of cardiovascular disease over 10 year with and without statin use
[24, 27, 29, 34], the two remaining studies conducted disparate assessments of patient risk
estimation [28, 32] . Two studies found evidence for a positive association between SDM and
diabetes risk perception. Three studies had mixed findings where at least one but not all
subscales of the risk perception measure showed a positive association. A single study showed a
null association.
Impact on Patient Satisfaction
Five experimental studies and one observational study assessed patient satisfaction; three used
validated measures [19, 20, 30] and two used unvalidated measures of the construct [31, 35].
Among the experimental studies, one found a positive association while 4 reported null effects.
The sole observational study found a positive association between SDM and satisfaction. The
studies examined a wide range of dimensions of satisfaction including overall satisfaction [20],
visit satisfaction [35], satisfaction with decision-making [34], satisfaction with diabetes care [30],
satisfaction with the interpersonal style of physician [19], and satisfaction with both
communication and decision-making [31].
Impact on Trust of Physician
Trust in the physician was assessed in one observational and 2 experimental studies, all using
validated measures [25, 26, 35]. The two experimental studies used the validated 9-item Trust
in Physician scale while the included observational study used an 11-item validated measure of

trust. The two experimental studies both failed to find an association between SDM and trust in
the physician, while the sole observational study noted a positive association.
Behavioral Outcomes
Impact on Medication Adherence
Levels of adherence to prescribed medications were assessed in 5 experimental studies. Three
used self-reported measures [24, 27, 34], one used pharmacy records [29] and one used both
types of measures [26]. Three studies examined adherence to statins [24, 27, 34], One study
examined adherence to antihyperglycemic medication [26], and one examined adherence to
both statins and antihyperglycemic medication [29]. The three studies of statin adherence and
the sole study of both statin and antihyperglycemic adherence all found null associations while
the study examining antihyperglycemic medication adherence noted a relationship between
SDM and improved adherence.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Discussion
Analysis & Inferences
Despite the weight of evidence and a growing consensus regarding its centrality in patientcentered care, SDM remains underutilized in diabetes care [39]. Barriers include time
constraints and the perception of a lack of applicability of SDM due to situational or patient
factors [40]; while two important facilitators include perceptions of a positive impact on care
processes and clinical outcomes [40].
Our finding of improved process of care outcomes coupled with unchanged clinical outcomes
raises two possible interpretations: either the finding of improved process of care outcomes is
due to measurement bias or improvements in process of care outcomes did not translate to
improved clinical measures, thus necessitating a re-examination of theoretical models linking
SDM and improved outcomes. While our findings might reinforce the implementation of SDM in
diabetes care, methodological issues and multiple sources of bias caution against a simple
interpretation of the relationship between processes of care and clinical outcomes.
This literature is rich in potential methodological sources of bias. Among included experimental
studies, 33% (21/65) of study outcome showed positive findings while 71% (5/7) of
observational study outcomes showed positive findings. This discrepancy likely reflects the
lower appraised methodological quality of the observational literature and the greater
likelihood of bias in these designs. We examined time cohort effects by stratifying study
outcomes into those reported before or after the year 2010. The selected year was chosen in
order to dichotomize the retrieved studies into two time cohorts each containing a roughly
equal number of studies. The approach examined the fraction of positive outcome findings in
each stratum and found little evidence of an effect.
Further, experimental studies largely failed to pair their interventions with control conditions
where patients received adequate time and attention. In this context, subjective process of care
outcome measures such as decision quality were more vulnerable to measurement bias.

There were also differences in assessment, with process of care measures generally assessed
immediately after the initial encounter and clinical outcomes assessed after a follow-up period.
It is therefore unclear whether the differences in findings can be partially attributed to time
effects and limitations in the durability of the intervention effects. Among observational
studies, patient reports of SDM use are likely correlated with a range of patient-centred care
metrics. Moreover, reports of participation in decision-making may partly reflect patient
resources and capacities. Patients engaged in the decision-making process may be more
educated and healthy enough to participate.
Strengths and Limitations
A sensitive search strategy and inclusive selection criteria improve the validity of the derived
findings. The review also benefited from use of a validated quality assessment tool and external
standard drawn from the PRISMA statement [41]. The broad inclusion of both process of care
and clinical outcomes also allows for a comprehensive assessment of the impact of SDM on
diabetes outcomes.
There are several features that distinguish this work from previous efforts. First, the review
includes both observational and experimental designs. Second, the review includes all SDM
intervention approaches and goes beyond a consideration of only decision aids or any single
means of implementing SDM. Third, the study performs meta-analyses where outcome
reporting is sufficiently homogenous and thereby allows for a more systematic and reproducible
means of synthesizing literature findings. Lastly, the work addresses a broad range of SDM
outcomes – spanning both process of care and clinical outcome. This range enables more
comprehensive assessment of the impact of SDM on diabetes care.
A number of limitations also merit consideration. First, the variability in the operationalization of
SDM limits the generalizability of the meta-analyses [42]. Second, the heterogeneity and scope
of the SDM construct limits search sensitivity. Third, as seen in Table 1, many included studies
either used unvalidated measures of decision participation or failed to report any such
measures. This means that included studies did not uniformly include a check of intervention
fidelity. This limits the interpretability of the literature and limits the ability to assess the true
impact on shared decision making on diabetes outcomes. Finally, existing research suggests
that diversity is a potentially important variable moderating the impact of SDM on diabetes
outcomes [43]. The extant literature, however, fails to provide stratified datasets that can
elucidate this association. This represents a limitation of both the source literature and this
review.
Conclusion
The review examined the association between SDM and process of care and clinical outcomes in
Type 2 diabetes. We found substantial evidence of an association between SDM and improved
decision quality, patient knowledge and patient risk perception. We found little evidence of an
association between SDM and glycemic control, patient satisfaction, quality of life, medication
adherence or trust in physician.
Practice Implications

The findings of this review suggest SDM is associated with improvements in several relevant
diabetes outcome metrics. SDM remains underutilized in clinical practice and this review should
therefore add impetus to efforts to encourage greater uptake of the paradigm[44]. Future work
will also need to undertake implementation studies that examine practical approaches for
bringing SDM to the clinic.
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Figure 1. Flow of literature through the review.

Figure 2. Random effects meta-analysis of six experimental studies examining the SDM-HbA1c
association.

Figure 3. Random effects meta-analysis of seven experimental studies examining the SDM-DCS
association
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